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2012 EVENTS:


March 27, 2012—Bi-annual
Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station Exercise. Start time is
approximately 4pm.
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BACK TO THE BASICS
Are There Preventable Deaths?

March 28, 2012—Bi-annual
Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station Exercise Off-Site Demonstrations. Start time is approximately 7pm.



Local Emergency Planning
Committee meetings are held
at the Lancaster County Public Safety Training Center. All
meetings start at 1 pm. Meeting schedule is as follows:



February 2, 2012



April 5, 2012



June 7, 2012



August 2, 2012



October 4, 2012



December 6, 2012

QUARTERLY
TRAINING
February 8, 2012
(Date Changed from Feb 9)
May 10, 2012
Speaker: Chris Strayer
Chief of Haz Mat 2
August 9, 2012
Speaker: Brenda Pittman
Critical Incident Stress Team
November 15, 2012
To be determined

Quarterly Training Sessions start promptly at
7pm and are held at the
Lancaster County Public
Safety Training Center

Well involved house fire in East Cocalico Township killed three family members on December 12 2011. Photo courtesy of Makinthehit.com

A new year often times
represents a new beginning . At
some government levels a new
budget takes effect; in the
emergency services the call
totals are zeroed out; and individually people make resolutions to start anew. As we ease
into the new year after celebrating the holidays with family
and friends we should reflect on
2011 to review what happened,
why it happened and what can
be done to prevent reoccurrences.
2011 was a devastating year.
In March an earthquake caused
a tragedy of biblical proportions
in Japan with the virtual meltdown of a nuclear power plant.

In May, an EF4 strength tornado devastated Joplin Missouri. And in September,
tropical Storm Lee made many
communities throughout the
region islands unto themselves
with rainfall amounts not seen
in nearly 40 years.
Locally, while perhaps not
as recognized as the aforementioned events, we lost many
things, and more importantly
we lost many citizens. While
we cannot control or prohibit
deaths from natural causes, we
must not just analyze the root
cause of deaths, but do something about it if we can.
The high-velocity and rapid
rising waters from Tropical

Storm Lee took three souls. And
in December three family members died in a fire in East Cocalico
Township. Why did these deaths
occur? The drownings were
caused by mother natures fury
and wading through, playing near
and driving in, perhaps seemingly
harmless water. The fire cause
was determined to be an overloaded electrical cord. But the
house was un-equipped with
smoke detectors. Were all of the
deaths preventable: YES!
So, we know what and why
they happened; so what are WE
going to do about it?
—See Back To The Basics continued on Page 3
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FEBRUARY QUARTERLY
TRAINING CHANGE
Previous editions of the
LEMA Ledger advertised the first
Quarterly Training date as February 9, 2012 as well as of the
Natural Gas Emergencies program on February 8, 2012.

Allentown natural gas explosion February 2011.
Photo source:
www.foxnews.com

local municipal coordinators.

Therefore, there will not be a
separate training session on
Thursday February 9, 2012. Preregistration for the Natural Gas
session, however, is required by
With the natural gas leak and emailing Eric Bachman at ebachexplosion that occurred in Millers- man@lancema.us .
ville Borough on October 31,
It will be facilitated by a repre2011, and to not overextend time sentative of UGI Utilities Inc.
constraints, Emergency Manage- Natural gas incidents are nearly a
ment Coordinator Randy Gockley daily occurrence in Lancaster
has canceled the Quarterly Train- County. Most are handled without
ing night of February 9. The
further incident, but we have seen
Natural Gas Emergencies prosome dramatic incidents unfold.
gram will serve as local level re- Regardless if the cause is due to
sponder training and meet the
construction, equipment mishanquarterly training requirements of dling or deteriorating infrastruc-

ture, the results can be deadly.
Regionally; a natural gas explosion and ensuring fire in Allentown destroyed a city block; in
Philadelphia, a utility worker was
killed when leaking gas found an
ignition source at a home; and in
Prince Georges County Maryland, a strip mall was leveled
due to a gas leak and injuring
firefighters.
The misconception that gas
will just dissipate into the air
cannot be assumed. This training program will provide valuable information to protect yourself, your citizens and your responders.

CHEMICAL REPORTING SEASON
With the new year begins a new chemical reporting period for business
and industries that maintained certain threshold
inventories of hazardous
materials during calendar
year 2011.

Annual chemical reports
include total on-site quantities regardless if in bulk or
small containers.

LEMA

Title III of the Superfund Amendments Reauthorization Act (SARA),
commonly referred to as
the Emergency Planning
and Community Right to
Know Act (EPCRA), mandates that by March 1 annually, facilities must submit a Tier II report that lists
the reportable chemical
inventories maintained
during the previous calendar year. So between now
and March 1, fire departments can expect correspondence from some of
their facilities noting their
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chemical inventories.
One caveat to the reporting is that facilities are required to file the report to the
state, the Local Emergency
Planning Committee (LEPC /
county) and the local fire department. The reports are not
required to be submitted to
the local police or emergency
medical agencies. Therefore,
it is important that fire officials
coordinate pre-incident preparedness programs of these
sites with other response
agencies
Also consider that the Tier
II reports are coded. Without
a legend, it may be difficult to
understand the various storage, container, temperature
and pressure codes. Because
of this, we find that fire department staff do not review
them and just file them away.

The reports, if studied, are a
tool to help in pre-incident preparedness.
In 2009, our office developed a training program entitled First Due Chemical Intelligence (FDCI). This 2.5 hour
free class can be facilitated
locally. It reviews the intent
and limitations of the Tier II
reports as well as overviews
the Off-Site Planning component applicable to certain facilities that use, store or
manufacture extremely hazardous substances. It can also
be customized to the specific
hazards in your district
For more information on
the FDCI program or other
questions related to facility
reporting requirements, email
Eric Bachman at ebachman@lancema.us .

HAPPY

NEW

YEAR

2012—”ALWAYS

BE

READY!”
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BACK TO THE BASICS—Continued
The purpose of this issue and
article is not to trivialize the impact
you or your organization has on the
community. All of us make a difference in the daily lives of our customers, members and employees.
The focus of this article however, is
to issue you and your organization a
challenge to educate and prepare
OUR customers.
Self-preservation is the most
effective means of personal safety.
But self-preservation is multi faceted and dependent on education
and tools. And for those with compromised self-preservation abilities,
it is incumbent upon us to help them
in any way we can.
FIRE SAFETY Fire education is
more than just placing a ’Check
Your Smoke Detector’ message on
your sign board. Get into the community; schools, churches, day care
centers and especially in homes
and provide information, materials
and preparedness assistance.
Annually, many organizations
hold public open house events. That
is good, but other outreach is necessary to reach outlying citizens
who may have difficulty getting to
your building. Some evening or
weekend day, take the fire truck,
ambulance, or police car to a
neighborhood or local park and talk
to the kids; talk to the parents; give
them educational tools to help them
better prepare themselves. For enhanced impact, schedule and publicize neighborhood visits for better
attendance. Public relations is a
critical facet to community support
of emergency services.
Public education materials can be
costly, but is it necessary to research available sources. Some are
free. The Publications Center at the
National Fire Academy has many
emergency preparedness (not just

fire related) public education materials. They are free. All you have to do
is call. Materials range from Home
Fire Safety, to Winter Preparedness,
to preparing special populations.
Check out their website at https://
apps.usfa.fema.gov/publications/ .
FLOODING Not recognizing or disrespect of flood water will quickly make
you a statistic. Also consider the
safety of rescuers who attempt to retrieve stranded or imperiled people.
Granted that sometimes events can
unfold quickly catching unsuspecting
people off-guard. But there are those
that blatantly disregard Road Closed
barricades and other prohibitive signage and then get caught and need
help.
Phoenix Arizona has a “Stupid Mo-

torist Law” that makes the driver who
disregards barricades and then needs
assistance, liable for the response
costs. While the likelihood of something similar being enacted in Pennsylvania or locally is slim, we must
make other concerted efforts to promote flood/ swift water safety.
Swift-water is defined as water
moving at more than 1.15 miles per
hour. At 4 miles per hour, water exerts
a force of 66 pounds per square inch

(psi) to all exposed sides. At 8 miles
per hour that figure rises to 264 psi.
So it does not take much to knock
someone down or sweep a vehicle
away. So what can you do?
The National Oceanic Atmospheric Association (NOAA) website,
at www.floodsafety.noaa.gov , provides several public education items
that can be down-loaded and reproduced. Specifically, the ‘Turn
Around Don’’t Drown’ campaign
section offers many resources.
RESOURCE SUPPORT
Acquiring or budgeting for public
education materials may be difficult.
But we must be steadfast and creative in procuring, distributing and
administering materials. Ask a business or organization to sponsor the
purchase of smoke detectors, carbon monoxide detectors or other
items to support preparedness effors. Affix the business name to the
box or pamphlet for their recognition. Granted that no agency could
afford to purchase and issue smoke
detectors to all unequipped structures. But even procuring and installing 10, is 10 more than there
were before.
Preparedness types go far beyond the two highlighted here.
There are no limitations, except
ones imagination, to getting the
message out. And sometimes we
have to be more assertive and go
out to our citizens rather than hoping they come to us. Remember
that an ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure, and you CAN
make a difference. The common
purpose in virtually all emergency
service organizations mission statements is “to serve and protect”. That
includes prevention and education.
So the challenge is to go ‘Back To
The Basics’ and help our customers be prepared for the predictable
and preventable.
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Training Resource Guide
In February 2011, the
United States Department
of Homeland Security
(DHS) published a document entitled Chemical
Sector Training Resources
Guide. This resource provides a brief overview of
DHS subsidiary organizations that offer certain
training opportunities.
The document overviews numerous organizations including the Federal
Emergency Management

Agency, Office of Infrastructure Protection, and Transportation Security Administration. It provides contact
information as well as a list
of acronyms and a categorical list of courses. The document outlines specific training program resources covering a wide range from the
National Incident Management System. to Security
Awareness, Business Planning
and Cyber-security.

encompassing document, it is an
asset that can be used to support
some organizational training programs.
The document is available at
http://chemical-facility-securitynews.blogspot.com/2010/09/
chemical-sector-trainingresources.html

While not an all-

Local Training Programs
The Lancaster County
Public Safety Training Center (PSTC) recently
launched an enhanced
website that offers many
conveniences for reserving
props and registering for
classes. The website is
www.lcpstc.org . The home
page provides a menu to
the left that includes information on staff contacts,
forms, facility props, as well
as local accommodations
for visiting students and
faculty.
Of special note to fire
service personnel is the
Course Calendar. After
clicking the link, a comprehensive list of all programs
currently scheduled is revealed. In addition is the
location (if offered off-site)
as well as the lead instructor, start and end dates.
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to consistently review the site
for new programs, open seats
and other pertinent information. Should you have any
questions or need assistance
with the site, or sponsoring of
a program contact either:
Clicking the training
course title will provide a
course overview, specific
criteria or prerequisites,
real-time seat availability,
costs and all associated
dates (if applicable).
Another benefit of the
site is that it will report
when classes are full, so
registration procrastination
should be avoided to ensure your spot in a class.
The web-site is subject
to change with new programs and registration information, so it is important

Director
Craig Elmer
celmer@co.lancaster.pa.us
Phone 717-537-4193
Fire Training Coordinator
Dave Gribble
dgribble@co.lancaster.pa.us
717-537-4194
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LANCASTER COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
PRESENTS:

SPECIAL HAZARDS 2012
Lancaster County Emergency Management has partnered with several local companies to provide short-and-to-thepoint programs on unique and special hazards located throughout the county. Each program will provide essential information for pre-incident preparation and post-dispatch response considerations to enhance operations and safety. Each
program will be facilitated by industry-specific subject-matter-experts. Below is the tentative program schedule. All programs will be held at the Lancaster County Public Safety Training Center.

Natural Gas Emergencies
– February 8, 2012 – 7pm-9pm
– Facilitated by Tim Pamrik – UGI Utilities Inc.

Hydrogen Emergencies
– February 18, 2012 – 0830am – 1130am
– Facilitated by Air Products & Chemicals Inc.

Pipeline Emergencies
– February 22, 2012 – 7pm- 9pm
– Facilitated by Buckeye Pipeline

Pool Chemical Emergencies
– March 7, 2012 – 7pm – 10 pm
-Facilitated by Joni Honberger, J.L. Honberger
Co., Inc.

Pre-registration is required by sending an email with your name, organization, single point of contact and the program(s) you are registering for to ebachman@lancema.us .
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Emergency Services Updates
2012 has brought many
changes to certain areas
in Lancaster County. Effective January 1, 2012,
the Manheim Police Department assumed tierd
protection of Rapho
Township. Rapho was
previously covered by PA
State Police.
In late December
2011, the Northern Regional Police Department
went into service and is
tasked with protecting

Clay, Penn, and Warwick
townships.
On the fire side of the
county many changes are
in the works. Soon, the
three Columbia fire companies will come under
one organizational umbrella as Station 80. Other
consolidations or cooperative endeavors are in process including efforts between the New Holland
and Blue Ball fire companies. Also in the eastern

portion of the county are
efforts between the Terre
Hill and Goodville fire companies. In the southern
end cooperative arrangements between the
Rawlinsville and Pequea
fire companies are in progress.
Future newsletter issues will highlight these
and other organizational
changes as they are finalized.

FACILITY VULNERABILITY

For information on the
SCTF Business and Industry Subcommittee,
go to:
www.ready4business.org
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The South Central Task
Force (SCTF) Business and
Industry (B&I) Subcommittee is a group of subject matter experts that assists the region in preparing,
responding and recovering
from terrorist or criminal
acts, as well as man-made
and natural disasters involving business, industry and
major infrastructures.
The Subcommittee will
provide assistance in the
form of training, exercises,
emergency preparedness
and vulnerability analysis.
The analysis program is
free and confidential. Deficiencies or vulnerabilities
areonly provided to facility
personnel. None of the information is shared with any
outside agency.
Several facilities in Lancaster County have taken
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part in the analysis process
with favorable feedback.
Once contacted, representatives of the SCTF B&I
sub-committee along with
county and federal DHS
staff will meet with facility
personnel to review operations and security, as well
as other aspects related to
continuity of operations.
The process typically involves a site overview,
walkthrough and analysis of
other practices that may
create certain vulnerabilities
in security and operational
consistency.
After the initial meeting
and tour, the B&I committee
will develop a formal report
of both their findings and
potential solutions. The
document is in no way an
admission of failure or a
requirement to implement

the suggestions. It is, however, a tool that can be
used by your facility leadership to gauge future facility improvements whether
they are hardened physical
elements, or procedural.
If your facility is interested in participating in a
vulnerability analysis or
has questions pertaining to
the process and outcome
products, please contact
George Giangi at
GIANGIW@aol.com .

Did You Know?
Over 85% of our
nation’s critical
infrastructure is
privately owned
by business and
industry.
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SPECIAL RESOURCE INSERT OVERVIEW

(LEST)
South Central
Task Force
Law Enforcement Strike Team
What is it?
The SCTF Law Enforcement Strike Team (LEST) is a local and regional resource of law enforcement personnel trained, organized and equipped to support operations including general police duties, traffic and crowd control, security and other support activities at planned events and at large or
complex all-hazard incidents. The LEST is primarily county-based, however, to achieve the prescribed staffing, multiple counties may combine resources to form a LEST.
How Do They Operate?
The SCTF-LEST has its own organizational structure and Standard Operating Procedures and other
protocols. They meet and train consistently to ensure the skills, equipment and protocols are effective for efficient incident operations. Members of the LEST follow training prescriptions of approved
law enforcement training programs through recognized facilities. Supplemental and refresher training are continually provided. The LEST is generally expected to provide immediate response and
provide assistance until state or federal relief arrives on the scene.
Capabilities
The LEST does not assume control of an incident from the local Authority Having Jurisdiction. But
rather, it supports and enhances incident operations from a variety of support aspects. The LEST
can be utilized for all-hazard situations including incidents that overwhelm local capabilities due to
the size, scope or complexity of an incident. Other circumstances include incidents involving terrorism, and civil unrest. The LEST will not be tasked with investigation, tactical or “hot” scene duties.
Their support may be in the form of scene security, securing critical facilities and supplies, securing
evacuation routes, providing crowd control and escorting emergency services and equipment into a
non-secure area. The LEST is designed to support an incident that spans multiple operational periods. A LEST is comprised of 25 officers, 10 police vehicles, a LEST Commander and a Prisoner
Transport Team.
How to activate it!
A LEST can be requested by the local Law Enforcement Authority Having Jurisdiction (LEAHJ)
through the County Emergency Management Agency. Through an “Alert and Notification” network
system, the LEST is assembled. The ultimate decision to activate a LEST is by the Lancaster
County Emergency Management Agency (LEMA) director.
Pre-Incident Coordination
All emergency service organizations should be familiar with the LEST concept well before an incident occurs. Its leadership welcomes the opportunity to provide information on its specific capabilities as well as be included in large-scale local or regional training and exercises. For more information contact the police chief of your local law enforcement agency or SCTF Law Enforcement Subcommittee Chairman, Chief David Spotts at dspotts@mechanicsburgpolice.org .

Lancaster County Emergency Management Agency
P O Box 219 * Manheim PA 17545-0219
Business Phone: 800-808-5236 or 717-664-1200 * Fax 717-664-1235
Emergency Management Staff
Randall S. Gockley, Coordinator
rgockley@lancema.us—717-664-1200
Philip A Colvin, Deputy Director

The Lancaster County Emergency Management
Agency maintains emergency plans for facilities that
use or produce hazardous materials, dam failures, nuclear facilities, and for other types of disasters both
man-made or natural.

pcolvin@lancema.us—717-664-1203
Cheryl Black, Administrative Assistant
cblack@lancema.us—717-664-1207
Brenda B. Pittman, EMS / CISM Coordinator
bpittman@lancema.us—717-664-1209
Eric G. Bachman, Hazardous Materials Administrator
LEMA Ledger Editor
ebachman@lancema.us—717-664-1204
David Boucher, Operations and Training Coordinator
dboucher@lancema.us—717-664-1205
Ashley Morrison, Homeland Security & Nuclear Planner
amorrison@lancema.us—717-664-1206

The office also coordinates and directs actions that
take place during large scale emergency situations. This
coordination is performed at the Emergency Operations
Center located within our facility. These activities are
done in close cooperation with the County Commissioners, County Administrator, local Emergency Management Agencies (municipalities within the county), and
emergency service organizations throughout the
county.

Lancaster County Board of Commissioners
Scott Martin, Chairman
Dennis P. Stuckey, Vice-Chairman
Craig Lehman

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
ON-LINE TRAINING RESOURCES
During the last quarter of 2011,
the Emergency Management Institute release several new free online training programs. They include:
IS-660 - Introduction to PublicPrivate Partnerships
Course Description; This course
provides an introduction to the role
of public-private partnerships in
emergency preparedness and planning. The goal of this training is to
establish a common vocabulary for
public sector agencies and private
sector organizations interested in
utilizing partnerships to improve
response, recovery, and resilience.
Primary Audience: State and local
emergency management professionals and planners; personnel
from response agencies; personnel
from Federal, State, local, and
Tribal government agencies that
may participate in continuity planning efforts; members of publicprivate partnerships of collaborative

relationships; and representatives
from private-sector organizations involved in emergency management
and/or continuity planning, and response actions.
IS-552 - The Public Works Role in
Emergency Management
Course Description: This course
provides an introduction to the role of
Public Works departments in community emergency management. The
training is intended to help communities improve their emergency management efforts regarding the functions of public works agencies prior to,
during, and after disasters.
Primary Audience: Public works professionals, urban planners, local government officials, elected officials.
IS-546.12 - Continuity of Operations
Awareness Course:
Course Description: This course
introduces students to the concept of

continuity planning. The course provides a brief overview of continuity,
including its definition, the legal basis
for continuity planning, the Continuity
Program Management Cycle, and
essential elements of a viable continuity program.
Primary Audience: The primary audiences for this course are personnel at
any level of government, representatives from Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), or representatives
from private industry who may have a
need for a basic understanding of
continuity of operations.
To review these and all of the
other independent study programs,
please visit: http://training.fema.gov/
IS/crslist.asp . It is important to periodically review this site for subsequent updates to previously published
programs.

